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Abstract 

Lighting a Path to Biofouling Prevention: Investigating the Effect of Ultraviolet Light on 

Biofouling 

Author: Cierra Rose Braga 

Advisor: Kelli Hunsucker, Ph.D. 

Ultraviolet light (UV) is considered an environmentally friendly antifouling method 

because it disrupts biological growth without the release of harmful toxins. The application 

of UV for the marine shipping industry is a relatively new concept, and there still remains 

many unknowns before it can be fully implemented. This research investigated several 

aspects of applying UVC for the control of fouling.  A novel method of using embedded 

UV LEDs within a silicone coating for fouling control proved to be very effective at 

preventing fouling.  The research also investigated the effect of using an external UVC 

light treatment to control fouling on ship hull coatings.  Experiments were designed to 

investigate the effects of UV exposure time and distance on the recruitment of biofouling.  

A novel apparatus for field testing based off the Nautilus shell was designed and fabricated 

to determine the distance (25 mm to 275 mm) needed to be effective at preventing 

biofouling growth. An exposure of one minute per day resulted in differences in the 

biofouling community structure, with variations observed in biofilms, hydroids, calcareous 

tubeworms, encrusting bryozoan, arborescent bryozoan, and barnacles. The application of 

continuous UV to highly fouled surfaces caused a decrease in biofouling at all distances 

from the UV lamp, with specific organisms demonstrating greater UV tolerance than 

others.  The results have demonstrated that UV is not only effective at preventing 

biofouling settlement but can also be utilized to eliminate already established macrofouling 

and biofilms. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Ultraviolet (UV) light is well known for its use in disinfection and sterilization 

methods and has been implemented in various facilities to prevent bacterial 

contamination for food, water, and medical equipment (Valero et al., 2007; Bak et 

al., 2009; Salters & Piola, 2017; Hijnen & Jongerius, 2018). Within the UV 

spectrum, the UVC wavelength is the most germicidal as it breaks the chemical 

bonds between DNA and RNA polymers within microorganisms (Bak et al., 2009; 

Salters & Piola, 2017). A dose between 10 – 300 
𝐽

𝑚2 will kill 99.9% of planktonic 

bacteria where the variable dose range is a result of the different species of bacteria 

(Qiu et al., 2004; Bak et al., 2009; Salters & Piola, 2017). Even though UV light 

has been used to prevent biofilms in these settings, it has only recently been looked 

at as a feasible method to prevent biofouling in the marine environment due to 

technological advancements and reduced costs (Ibrahim et al., 2014; Salters & 

Piola, 2017).  

 

Many questions still remain regarding the efficacy of using UV in the marine 

environment, especially on ship hulls, such as how does UV exposure influence 

biofouling settlement, and how does the recruitment of organisms change with 

distance from a UV source. This thesis investigated the effectiveness of UVC to 

control biofouling on different fouling control coatings. Specifically, the research 

addressed the following questions: 

 

• Does an internally applied UV source have an antifouling effect against 

organisms in a subtropical climate? 

– Chapter 3: Embedded UV LEDs Within a Silicone Coating  

• How does UV exposure time impact biofouling recruitment? 

• Is biofouling recruitment influenced by distance from the UV source? 

• Is UV effective at preventing biofouling recruitment to different types of 

ship hull coatings? 

– Chapter 4: Variation in UV Exposure Time & Distance on Ship Hull 

Coatings  
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• What is the minimum UVC exposure time needed to prevent fouling 

recruitment to an inert surface? 

– Chapter 5: Minimum UVC Exposure Needed to Prevent Fouling  

• How does distance from the UV source influence fouling recruitment? 

– Chapter 6: The Nautilus: A Novel Design to Investigate the 

Effectiveness of UV Exposure at Varying Distances  

• What is an effective dose of UV exposure to kill off marine biofilms? 

– Chapter 7: Determining an Effective UV Exposure Dose to Remove 

Marine Biofilms  
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Chapter 2 

Background 

Biofouling, the accumulation of unwanted plants and animals on a submerged surface, has 

been a problem for the shipping industry throughout history, as it can have many functional 

and financial setbacks. The process of biofouling can often be thought of as a multistep 

process (Lejars et al., 2012). As soon as a substrate is submerged in water, the surface 

adsorbs organic molecules. This conditioning of the surface is necessary for the next step, 

the formation of a biofilm, which consists of cells (e.g. bacteria, diatoms, algae, etc.), 

water, and excreted substances (Chambers et al., 2006; Lejars et al., 2012). Larval 

settlement can be attracted or inhibited by biofilms through chemical cues (Chambers et 

al., 2006; Lejars et al., 2012). Once the larvae settle, they can establish themselves and 

continue to grow into fully developed macrofouling (e.g. barnacles, mussels, tubeworms). 

Over time the accumulation of these macrofouling organisms can lead to a variety of issues 

for ships such as an increase in drag, greenhouse gas emissions, fuel consumption, the 

potential to transport invasive species, and reduced efficiency (Omae, 2003; Albitar et al., 

2016; Swain 1999; 2010; Salters & Piola, 2017). These eventually result in an increase in 

cost either to compensate for the biofouling on the ship (e.g. more fuel) or for the physical 

removal of the biofouling organisms (e.g. scraping, power washing, sand blasting). It has 

been estimated that the cost associated with hull cleaning for US Navy destroyers is 

approximately 1 million dollars per ship per year (Schultz et al., 2011; 2015). 

In the past, ships from ancient Rome were plated with lead or copper to prevent biofouling. 

Today a modified version of this practice continues, through the use of ship hull coatings. 

Current coating formulations are divided into two categories: biocide and biocide-free 

(Swain, 1999; 2010). Biocidal coatings use heavy metals like copper to deter biofouling 

settlement. Biocide free coatings include fouling release formulations which are designed, 

through the addition of silicone oils, to alter the adhesion strength of the biofouling 
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organisms (Kavanagh et al., 2001). This allows the biofouling organisms to be easily 

removed by hydrodynamic forces as the ship travels through the water or a gentle cleaning 

(Schultz et al., 1999). However, present day ship hull coatings often become fouled when a 

ship is at rest for prolonged periods of time. 

Grooming is the gentle, habitual, mechanical maintenance of a ship hull and has been 

proposed as an environmentally friendly method to reduce biofouling (Tribou & Swain, 

2010; 2015; 2017). Grooming maintains a hull that is free of fouling and particulate debris, 

without damaging the coating. This is performed with an underwater vehicle that wipes the 

surface with a gentle brush to dislodge potential fouling species before they have time to 

become fully established. Some of the benefits of grooming include reduced hull cleaning 

frequencies, reduced dry dock maintenance requirements, minimal damage to coatings, 

decreased fuel costs, and reduced invasive species transport (Hearin et al., 2015; 

Hunsucker et al., 2018). If a ship hull is actively groomed to maintain a light biofilm, the 

US Navy could save 12 million US dollars per DDG-51 over a 15-year period (Schultz et 

al. 2011). 

An additional method to prevent biofouling is the use of ultraviolet (UV) light, which is 

considered an environmentally friendly alternative to toxic fouling control coatings. 

Previous studies using UV, applied radiation as soon as a surface is submerged in the 

marine environment (Patil et al., 2007; Bueley et al., 2014; Salters & Piola, 2017). 

However, a recent study by Salters and Piola (2017) used a silicone coating embedded with 

UV LEDs and mirrors to determine the efficacy of an internally applied UV source as an 

antifouling method. Fouling was prevented within approximately 25 mm from the UV 

LEDs; however, the authors noted how this distance could vary in different locations due 

to the influence of environmental factors, such as turbidity (Salters & Piola, 2017). 

It has been proposed to incorporate a UV lamp into a grooming tool as a result of the 

promising results from long-term grooming studies (Hearin et al., 2015; 2016; Tribou & 

Swain, 2017) and the use of UV in preventing biofouling in the marine environment (Salter 

& Piola, 2017; Hijnen & Jongerius, 2018). However, to combine UV exposure with 
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grooming, the frequency utilized to prevent biofouling must not reduce its efficiency by 

requiring increased time and energy. It must be noted that UV as an antifoulant goes 

beyond a grooming application and can be utilized in other forms such as in ballast water 

tanks and as a biofouling preventative method for instrumentation. In order to determine if 

UVC could be feasible as an effective antifoulant in the marine environment, the following 

experiments were conducted at Port Canaveral, FL. Each experiment investigated a 

different aspect for UV application as an antifoulant on a ship: Embedded UV LEDs within 

a silicone coating (Chapter 3), Variation in UV exposure time and distance on ship hull 

coatings (Chapter 4), and Minimum UVC exposure needed to prevent fouling (Chapter 5). 

These experiments were conducted by the author along with faculty, staff, and students at 

the Center for Corrosion and Biofouling Control, Florida Institute of Technology. Two 

additional experiments, as part of the requirements for a Master’s Degree, were designed 

and implemented by the author: The Nautilus: A Novel design to investigate the 

effectiveness of UV exposure at varying distances (Chapter 6) and Determining an 

effective UV exposure dose to remove marine biofilms. For continuity, because all of the 

experiments relate to one another, they are all presented herein.  However, Chapter 6 and 7 

were written to stand alone, and be applicable for submission to peer reviewed journals.  
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Chapter 3 

Embedded UV LEDs Within a Silicone Coating 

Experimental Setup 

An experiment in collaboration with Philips Lighting Research was designed to assess the 

performance of a silicone panel embedded with ten UV LEDs positioned over mirrors, in a 

similar manner to Salter and Piola (2017) and Hijnen and Jongerius (2018) (Figure 3.1). 

The internally applied UV source (embedded UV LEDs) were expected to have an 

antifouling effect since this experiment has been performed in several locations around the 

world. However, this was the first time that it was immersed in a location that has high 

fouling intensity year-round. A timer programed the LEDs to emit UV for several minutes 

per day. Deployed alongside for comparison were a silicone panel (no UV LEDs), an inert 

epoxy barrier coat (control surface), and a copper coating (antifouling reference coating). 

Panels were immersed from December 20, 2016 – October 13, 2017. The setup ran 

continuously until April 21, 2017, when there were technical issues with the battery which 

powered the UV LEDs. Once the battery was operational again, the panels were cleaned 

back and redeployed on May 26, 2017. The panels remained immersed until a mandatory 

evacuation of Port Canaveral for Hurricane Irma (September 7, 2017). The evacuation site 

did not have a power source available, so the panels were cleaned back and redeployed 

once back at the Port Canaveral static test site (September 15, 2017). Then on October 13, 

2017, the project was terminated because Philips wanted to assess the performance of the 

UV LEDs after one year. The following results will be discussed based on these immersion 

times. The Appendix, Figure A.1, has representative photographs of the biofouling 

organisms that can be found at the test site in Port Canaveral, FL. 
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Figure 3.1: Pre-immersion of a silicone panel embedded with UV LED lights, along with 

control and reference coatings. 

Results 

April 21, 2017 – 18 weeks of immersion 

The epoxy control panel was heavily fouled by light biofilms, arborescent bryozoans, 

barnacles, calcareous tubeworms, and tunicates (Figure 3.2). The silicone panel was 

primarily fouled by light biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, calcareous tubeworms, and 

tunicates (Figure 3.2). The copper coating was mainly fouled by light to moderate biofilms 

and encrusting bryozoans (Figure 3.2). There was less biofouling present on the UV LED 

panel compared to the other coatings (Figure 3.2). Encrusting bryozoans and tunicates 

were found growing on the edges of the panel where there was little to no UV effect, and 

they continued to grow inwards toward the center of the panel. However, none of the UV 

LEDs or mirrors were fouled (Figure 3.2). 
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 3.2: Relative abundance (A) and photographs (B) of test panels after 18 weeks of 

immersion (April 21, 2017). 

September 7, 2017 – 15 weeks of exposure 

The epoxy panel was heavily fouled by light biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, calcareous 

tubeworms, and tunicates (Figure 3.3). The silicone panel was primarily fouled by light to 

moderate biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, and tunicates (Figure 3.3). The copper coating 

was primarily fouled by light to moderate biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, barnacles, and 
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tunicates (Figure 3.3). There was less biofouling present on the UV LED panel compared 

to the other coatings (Figure 3.3). Encrusting bryozoans and the tunicates were growing on 

the edges of the panel where there was little to no UV effect, and they continued to grow 

inwards toward the center of the panel. However, none of the UV LEDs or mirrors were 

covered (Figure 3.3). 

(A)  

(B)  

Figure 3.3: Relative abundance (A) and photographs (B) of test panels after 15 weeks of 

immersion (September 7, 2017). 
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October 13, 2017 – 4 weeks of exposure 

The epoxy panel was completely fouled by encrusting bryozoans, arborescent bryozoans, 

barnacles, calcareous tubeworms, and tunicates (Figure 3.4). The silicone panel was fouled 

by light biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, arborescent bryozoans, calcareous tubeworms, and 

tunicates (Figure 3.4). The copper coating was fouled by light to moderate biofilms, 

encrusting bryozoans, arborescent bryozoans, calcareous tubeworms, and tunicates (Figure 

3.4). There was less biofouling present on the UV LED panel compared to the other 

coatings (Figure 3.4). Encrusting bryozoans, calcareous tubeworms, and tunicates were 

growing on the edges of the panel where there was little to no UV effect. However, they 

continued to grow inward towards the center of the panel (Figure 3.4). 
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 3.4: Relative abundance (A) and photographs (B) of test panels after 4 weeks of 

immersion (October 13, 2017). 
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Summary 

The results of the embedded UV LEDs within a silicone coating demonstrated that an 

internal UV source was effective at preventing fouling settlement in a high fouling 

environment. In addition, the UV LEDs may have better antifouling capabilities than 

silicone coatings, antifouling copper coatings, and inert epoxy coatings exposed in the 

same environment. The results from this experiment were consistent with the results 

reported by Salters and Piola (2017), which used a similar setup to determine fouling 

prevention in Australia, the Dutch North Sea, northern Europe, and Singapore.  It should 

also be noted that although no macrofouling was present between the UV LEDs, there was 

the development of light biofilms. These biofilms were determined to be mainly composed 

of bacteria and diatoms.  
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Chapter 4 

Variation in UV Exposure Time & Distance on Ship 

Hull Coatings 

Experimental Setup 

The previous study (Chapter 3: Embedded UV LEDs Within a Silicone Coating) 

investigated the internal use of UV for biofouling prevention. However, this application 

may not be feasible for certain situations and environments such as a lack in a sufficient 

power supply. Here the external application of UV for biofouling prevention may be more 

appropriate. UV may have the potential to be incorporated into a grooming tool. However, 

there are still many unknowns about UV antifouling in the marine environments. Thus, 

another study (also in collaboration with Philips) was designed to investigate: (1) how 

variation in UV exposure time influences biofouling settlement, (2) how distance from the 

UV lamp influences biofouling settlement, and (3) if UV could be used in synergy with 

different ship hull coatings (inert epoxy, ablative copper, and silicone fouling release). 

In order to test the above objectives, boxes were constructed and consisted of a housing, 

two panel inserts, and a UV lamp (Figure 4.1). The housings were 3D printed (using 1.75 

ABS filament) to allow for the inserts to be spaced 25 mm and 50 mm away from the lamp. 

Each panel insert on the box held four 100 mm x 200 mm panels. Each box had a total of 

eight panels, four panels on each insert (four at a distance of 25 mm from the lamp and 

four 50 mm from the lamp). Each side of the box had at least one of the copper, one 

silicone fouling release, and one epoxy coating. The UV lamps were connected to a timer, 

which was set for the designated frequencies: no UV exposure (control), continuous UV 

exposure, one minute per six hours, and one minute per day. Four UV lamp boxes (Figure 

4.1) were deployed at a static immersion test site on February 8, 2017. Visual assessments 

(ASTM D6990) were conducted each month to determine biofouling coverage and coating 

condition for the entirety of the four-month experiment. 
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Figure 4.1: A box setup (top) was constructed to allow for different UV exposure times to 

be applied to different ship hull coatings at two different distances (25 and 50 mm) 

(bottom). 

Results 

No UV Exposure  

After four months of immersion, the epoxy panels were heavily fouled with calcareous 

tubeworms, sponges, arborescent bryozoans, tunicates, hydroids, sedimentary tubeworms, 

and encrusting bryozoans. The silicone fouling release panels were primarily fouled by 

calcareous tubeworms. The copper panels had light to moderate biofilms, arborescent 

bryozoans, and encrusting bryozoans. The biofouling community composition for each of 

the coatings were similar for both the 25 mm and 50 mm distances (Figure 4.2 – 4.4). 
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Continuous UV Exposure 

There was no biofouling present on any of the coatings (epoxy, silicone fouling release, 

and copper) for either distance (Figure 4.2 – 4.4). Copper coatings exposed to continuous 

UV did have damage (Figure 4.2 – 4.4) at both distances. There appeared to be coating loss 

at the 50 mm distance, which appeared to be down to the epoxy layer. 

One Minute per Six Hours 

Overall, the biofouling settlement on each of the coatings was low (Figure 4.2 – 4.4). The 

epoxy coating had light biofilms at both the 25 mm and 50 mm distance with encrusting 

bryozoans around the edges of the panel, where there was lower UV effect. The silicone 

fouling release and the copper coatings had no macrofouling (Figure 4.2 – 4.4). However, a 

light biofilm was present on the copper coating. 

One Minute per Day 

The epoxy panels were primarily fouled by tunicates, biofilms, and encrusting bryozoans 

for the 25 mm and 50 mm distances (Figure 4.2 – 4.4). Yet a small antifouling area could 

still be distinguished on the epoxy coatings under this frequency. The silicone fouling 

release panels had a light biofilm and a few calcareous tubeworms (calcareous tubeworms 

were only observed at 25 mm distance). The copper panels had a light biofilm, calcareous 

tubeworms, and encrusting bryozoans at both the 25 mm and 50 mm distances. Both the 

calcareous tubeworms and the encrusting bryozoans were present on the edges of the panel, 

where there was lower UV effect. Over the course of the four-month period, the encrusting 

bryozoans continued to grow inward towards the center of the panel on all coating types 

(Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). 
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Coating Condition 

Copper coatings were observed to have damage as a result of the UV treatment. Under the 

continuous UV exposure, damage was seen at both the 25 mm and 50 mm distances 

(Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3). The epoxy and silicone fouling release coatings did not have 

visual damage from UV exposure. 

 

Figure 4.2: Representative photographs of the coatings (epoxy, silicone fouling release, 

and ablative copper) after four months of immersion at 25 mm from the UV lamp. 
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Figure 4.3: Representative photographs of the coatings (epoxy, silicone fouling release, 

and ablative copper) after four months of immersion at 50 mm from the UV lamp.
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Figure 4.4: Relative abundance of biofouling organisms present after 4 months of immersion for each UV exposure (no UV 

control, continuous, one minute per six hours, and one minute per day) and distance (25 and 50 mm).
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Summary 

The box design allowed for several variables to be tested during the experiment including: 

UV exposure time, distance from the UV source, and ship hull coating type. The control 

panels (no UV exposure) had fouling settlement for each of the coatings (epoxy, silicone 

fouling release, and copper), with the epoxy coating having the largest fouling cover 

overall. The continuous UV exposure had no fouling settlement, but damage was observed 

on the copper coating. Here the coating was ablated down to the epoxy barrier coat which 

lies underneath, between the substrate and copper top coat. The intermittent UV exposure 

times of one minute per six hours and one minute per day appeared to work in synergy 

with the fouling control coatings to prevent fouling settlement; however, it was not able to 

entirely prevent fouling settlement on the epoxy. In addition, there was no observable 

difference in fouling coverage between the 25 mm and 50 mm distances that were tested. 
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Chapter 5 

Minimum UVC Exposure Needed to Prevent Fouling 

Experimental Setup 

This experiment expands on the previous section (Chapter 4: Variation in UV Exposure 

Time & Distance on Ship Hull Coatings) which demonstrated that a one minute per day 

exposure was effective at preventing fouling settlement on fouling control coatings. 

However, it was unknown what the minimum amount of UV exposure is necessary to 

prevent fouling on an inert surface. Thus, an experiment was designed to determine the 

minimum amount of UVC needed to prevent fouling. This knowledge would help 

incorporate UV as an antifouling mechanism for different applications, such as 

instrumentation, by providing insight into how UV interacts with fouling without 

additional factors (e.g. biocides or silicone oils). Thus, a follow up study was designed 

using an epoxy inert control surface, because there are no internal factors of the coating 

that could have influenced biofouling growth. The UV box setup (from Chapter 4) was 

used to determine what UV exposure time was needed to prevent biofouling settlement. 

The exposure treatments tested were one minute per day, one minute per every other day, 

one minute per week, and a no UV control. After five weeks of immersion at Port 

Canaveral, a visual assessment was conducted (December 2017). 

Results 

No UV Exposure 

The epoxy panels that were not exposed to UV were primarily fouled by light biofilms, 

arborescent bryozoans, calcareous tubeworms, and green algae. There was more fouling 

accumulation on these panels compared to all the other treatments (Figure 5.1). 
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One Minute per Day Exposure 

Epoxy panels exposed to one minute per day of UV were lightly fouled by biofilm and 

green algae (Figure 5.1). This exposure time had the lowest accumulation of macrofouling 

compared to the other UV exposure times of one minute every other day and one minute 

per week. 

One Minute Every Other Day Exposure 

Epoxy panels exposed to UV for one minute every other day were fouled by light biofilms, 

green algae, and encrusting bryozoans (Figure 5.1). The green algae coverage was lower 

compared to the one minute per day of UV exposure, but this is likely just a result of 

environmental variability at the field test site. 

One Minute per Week Exposure 

Epoxy panels exposed to UV one minute per week began to have hard fouling settlement. 

These panels were primarily fouled by light biofilms, arborescent bryozoans, calcareous 

tubeworms, and encrusting bryozoans (Figure 5.1). This was considered to be the 

minimum amount of UV required for fouling growth to occur because this was the 

exposure time when hard fouling started to settle on the epoxy coating. 
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 5.1: Relative abundance (A) and photographs (B) of test panels for each UV 

exposure (one minute per day, one minute every other day, one minute per week, and no 

UV control) after 5 weeks of immersion (December 2017). 
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Summary 

This experiment investigated the minimum amount of UV exposure needed to prevent 

fouling settlement. In this case, the one minute per day of UV exposure was efficient to 

prevent fouling settlement. However, in the Chapter 4 experiment, epoxy panels exposed to 

one minute per day of UV had macrofouling settlement. This result demonstrates that 

seasonality is a contributing factor to the effectiveness of UV exposure as the Chapter 4 

experiment was deployed in warmer conditions (spring and summer); meanwhile, this 

experiment was run in winter.  

Overall, the studies from Chapters 3 – 5 demonstrated that both an internal and external 

UV source was effective at preventing biofouling and that intermittent exposure used in 

synergy with fouling control coatings (i.e. ablative copper and silicone fouling release) also 

prevented fouling. Light biofilms formed under the non-continuous UV exposures (e.g. one 

minute per six hours, one minute per day), but the composition of these biofilms is 

unknown or if the cells present are alive or dead. After four months of continuous UV 

exposure, the ablative copper coating had visual signs of damage, but it is unknown if the 

other coatings also experienced some form of damage that may not be visible without more 

extensive tests. Further investigations are required to understand the fundamental effects of 

UV on biofouling settlement and fouling control coatings. Particularly on the distribution 

of fouling species as distance from a UV source varies, and to determine the impact of UV 

exposure on a previously fouled surface. This following two experiments (Chapter 6 and 7) 

investigated the unknowns still associated with implementing UV as an antifouling method 

in the marine environment, including how distance from a UV source influences fouling 

settlement and how UV exposure effects a previously fouled surface. 
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Chapter 6 

The Nautilus: A Novel Design to Investigate the 

Effectiveness of UV Exposure at Varying Distances 

Abstract 

Ultraviolet light (UV) disrupts biological growth and is currently under investigation as an 

environmentally friendly antifouling method in the marine environment. This project 

designed and fabricated a novel test apparatus based on a Nautilus shell spiral to test the 

effects of UV on a surface at varying distances. Several proof of concept tests were 

conducted in-situ to determine if the Nautilus design would indeed be an effective method 

for studying UV in the marine environment. Specifically, the in-situ tests studied the effect 

of UV exposure (continuous and one minute per day) on biofouling settlement at varying 

distances (25 mm to 275 mm) on an inert surface control coating (epoxy). Continuous UV 

exposure had prevented fouling settlement on the 25 mm – 225 mm distances, and there 

was minimal (≤ 5%) biofilm settlement. The one minute per day of UV exposure had more 

biofouling settlement, with observed trends in the community related to distance from the 

UV lamp. Hard fouling (e.g. barnacles, calcareous tubeworms, encrusting bryozoans) 

abundance was greater as distance from the lamp increased and soft fouling (e.g. biofilms, 

hydroids, arborescent bryozoans) decreased as distance from the lamp increased. Overall, 

the Nautilus design identified the differences in tolerances of fouling organisms to UVC 

and demonstrated that UV can be used to kill off soft fouling, which can slough off, and 

hard fouling organisms which would leave their calcareous housing on the surface. Based 

on the proof of concept studies, the Nautilus will provide a metric for testing the efficacy 

of UV on biofouling communities, different substrates, etc., while investigating the impact 

distance has on these variables. 
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Introduction 

Biofouling is problematic for the shipping industry. It increases drag, greenhouse gas 

emissions, fuel consumption reduced efficiency, and the potential to transport invasive 

species (Omae, 2003; Albitar et al., 2016; Salters & Piola, 2017). This in turn eventually 

results in an increase in cost either to compensate for the biofouling on the ship (e.g. more 

fuel) or for the physical removal of the biofouling organisms (e.g. scraping, power 

washing, sand blasting, etc.). The estimated cost associated with hull cleaning to remove 

fouling for US Navy destroyers is approximately 1 million dollars per ship per year 

(Schultz et al., 2011; 2015). Methods to prevent fouling on ships have been developed to 

negate some of the costs associated with macrofouling settlement. One mechanism that is 

commonly used are fouling control coatings. 

Current fouling control coating formulations are divided into two categories: biocide and 

biocide-free (Swain, 1999; 2010). Biocidal coatings use heavy metals like copper to deter 

biofouling settlement (Swain, 1999; 2010). Biocide free coatings include fouling release 

formulations which are designed, through the addition of silicone oils, to alter the adhesion 

strength of the biofouling organisms (Swain, 1999; 2010; Kavanagh et al., 2001). This 

allows the biofouling organisms to be easily removed by hydrodynamic forces as the ship 

travels through the water or by way of a gentle cleaning (Schultz et al., 1999). However, 

present day ship hull coatings often become fouled when a ship is at rest for prolonged 

periods of time, and the biocidal coatings release heavy metals into the environment. Thus, 

more environmentally friendly methods to prevent biofouling settlement have been 

investigated, including the application of UV light. 

UV has been implemented in various industries to prevent bacterial contamination for 

food, water, and medical equipment (Valero et al., 2007; Bak et al., 2009; Ibrahim et al., 

2014), but has only been recently investigated as a feasible method to prevent biofouling in 

the marine environment (Patil et al., 2007; Tsolaki & Diamadopoulos, 2010; Salters & 

Piola, 2017). It is used in ballast water tanks as a mechanism to assist in the removal of 

unwanted organisms (Waite et al., 2003; Endresen et al., 2004; Tsolaki & Diamadopoulos, 
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2010). While these studies have demonstrated that UV is effective at preventing biofouling 

settlement, there is still a lack of information on how distance from a UV source influences 

biofouling settlement and the distribution of these organisms. In addition to this, Bolten 

and Linden (2003) have noted that there is not a standardized method for UV dose 

evaluation (i.e. it is unclear in many studies on how they determine the UV dose given to 

microorganisms). 

Thus, in order to investigate UV exposure time combined with distance from the source, a 

novel field test design, inspired by the golden ratio of a Nautilus shell was designed and 

fabricated (Livio, 2008). The golden ratio has been applied in mathematics, science, and 

engineering, and has also been utilized in the medical field, specifically in magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) (Winkelmann et al., 2007; Livio, 2008).  The Nautilus Test 

Design (referred to as the Nautilus) has the potential to standardize equipment by providing 

a template which can be used to research the efficacy of UV in preventing marine 

biofouling. In order to determine if the components of the Nautilus are ready for scientific 

studies or if adjustments need to be made, several proof of concept studies were designed 

to: (1) see how distance from a UV lamp effects biofouling settlement abundance, and (2) 

how the community composition of fouling organisms change with distance. Specifically, 

the proof of concept studies to address the following hypotheses: 

H1: As distance from the UV lamp increases, biofouling settlement will increase. 

H2: There will be a difference in the fouling community composition as the distance from 

the UV lamp increases. 
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Methods 

Design & Fabrication 

The Nautilus (Figure 6.1) had a top and base (3.2 mm thickness) 3D printed with ABS 1.75 

filament and these were attached to a PVC backing to stabilize the structure (Figure 6.2). 

Slots were placed on the top and bottom, so that the test surfaces can be positioned and 

spaced 25 mm to 275 mm along the spiral with increasing distance around the lamp until 

the maximum distance of 275 mm was reached. The distances were selected based off 

calculations for geometric spreading of light where changes in light intensity plateaued 

after 275 mm (Figure 6.3). The slots also allowed for easy removal of panels for visual 

assessments. Additionally, the Nautilus had metal rods drilled into the housing to keep the 

structure secure. To deploy and retrieve the Nautilus in the field, ropes were used to secure 

it to a barge at the Port Canaveral test site. 
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Figure 6.1: CAD drawings of the Nautilus design demonstrating the overall setup (top 

image) and the spatial distribution of the panels (bottom image). All the measurement units 

are in mm. 
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Figure 6.2: Photographs of the Nautilus design (left), and an underwater view of the lamp 

and panels (right). 

 

Figure 6.3: Geometric spreading of light intensity as distance from the UV light source 

increases, demonstrating the light intensity plateaus after 275 mm around 0.2%. Thus, the 

distances chosen were 25 mm (minimum distance from lamp) to 275 mm (maximum 

distance from lamp). 
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Proof of Concept Testing 

An epoxy barrier coat Interguard 264 (epoxy) was used as the test surface for the proof of 

concept testing. It was chosen because epoxy is an inert coating and UV would be the only 

factor influencing biofouling settlement. The epoxy coating was applied to 11 PVC panels 

(50 mm x 200 mm) according to manufacturer’s specifications (DFT of 125 microns). The 

panels were placed into the Nautilus and immersed just below the surface of the water so 

that wires for the UV lamp were not submerged. Panels were exposed to continuous UV 

for two months (August – September 2018). The panels were inspected each month (once 

after 28 days of immersion, and once after 49 days of immersion) following the ASTM 

D6990 standard. Then the panels were cleaned back to remove all the fouling and were 

redeployed with a timer set for one minute per day of UV exposure for one month 

(September – October 2018) in order to see if there were changes in the community 

composition of fouling organisms as distance from the UV lamp increased. Afterwards, the 

UV exposure was increased to continuous for one month (October – November 2018) to 

observe how the change in UV exposure influenced the existing fouling community that 

was present on the coating. 

Immersion of the Nautilus was conducted at a static immersion site located in Port 

Canaveral, FL (28°24'31.01"N, 80°37'39.54"W), which has an average salinity of 34 ± 2 

ppt with the average water temperature of 27 ± 2 °C. High fouling occurs at the test site 

year-round, with individual fouling organisms displaying seasonality. In the warmer 

months (e.g. June, July, August) barnacles, calcareous tubeworms, and tunicates dominate 

the biofouling community, and during cooler months (e.g. December, January, February) 

arborescent bryozoans and biofilms dominate. The test site also had a large-scale facility 

for grooming and ROV research, and a 10.4 m support vessel which served as a floating 

laboratory. 

The statistical analysis software R was used to run a multivariate MDS analysis, which 

identifies differences in the community structure as the distance increases from the UV 

lamp, a SIMPER analysis to determine which organisms were contributing the most to the 
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differences in the community structure observed, and regression analyses (R Core Team, 

2016). The regressions were run to determine how hard fouling and soft fouling were 

affected by UV light as distance from the lamp increased. 

Results 

One Month of Continuous UV Exposure 

After one month of continuous UV exposure, the epoxy coating had no fouling settlement 

from the 25 mm – 225 mm distances (Figure 6.4). There was minimal biofilm settlement at 

the 250 mm and 275 mm distances (Figure 6.4). However, interesting observations were 

discovered with the backside of the epoxy panels, which were bare PVC. The backside of 

the panel experienced indirect UV exposure, resulting in a slight antifouling area on 

surfaces positioned at the 25 mm – 125 mm distance. This is thought to be due to refraction 

of the UV light off the surface of the epoxy coating on the next panel in the series (Figure 

6.5). Due to these interesting observations, data was collected on the PVC backside and 

will also be presented and discussed. 

The epoxy and PVC controls (i.e. no UV exposure within its vicinity) were primarily 

fouled by biofilms, hydroids, encrusting bryozoans, arborescent bryozoans, and calcareous 

tubeworms (Figure 6.6). The PVC backing exposed to indirect UV had a similar fouling 

community to the epoxy and PVC controls, but the indirect UV exposure did influence the 

fouling settlement on the 25 mm – 125 mm distances as an antifouling area was observed 

(Figure 6.4 – Figure 6.6). The PVC backside had heavy fouling accumulation primarily 

composed of biofilms, hydroids, encrusting bryozoans, arborescent bryozoans, and 

calcareous tubeworms, with variations in the settlement of these fouling organisms 

observed as distance increased (Figure 6.4). 
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 6.4: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy coatings for the continuous UV 

treatment after one month of exposure (July 27, 2018 – August 24, 2018). (B) Relative 

abundance of fouling on PVC which received indirect UV exposure.
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Figure 6.5: Photographs of the biofouling community on the epoxy coatings (exposed to continuous UV) and PVC (indirect UV 

exposure) for each distance after one month of immersion (July 27, 2018 – August 24, 2018).
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 6.6: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy and PVC control panels after one 

month of immersion. (B) Photographs of the biofouling community on the epoxy and PVC 

control panels after one month of immersion (August 3, 2018 – August 24, 2018). 
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Two Months of Continuous UV Exposure 

After two months of continuous UV exposure, the epoxy coating had no fouling settlement 

from the 25 mm – 225 mm distances (Figure 6.7). There was minimal biofilm settlement at 

the 250 mm and 275 mm distances (Figure 6.7). Thus, there was little change in the fouling 

settlement after the one-month assessment for the epoxy coatings exposed to UV. The 

epoxy and PVC controls (no UV) were primarily fouled by biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, 

arborescent bryozoans, barnacles, and calcareous tubeworms (Figure 6.9). The PVC 

backside of the panel which experienced indirect UV exposure still showed a slight 

antifouling area observed on the PVC for the 25 mm – 125 mm distances as from the one-

month observations and had a similar community to the epoxy and PVC controls, but the 

indirect UV exposure did influence the fouling settlement on the 25 mm – 125 mm 

distances as in the one-month assessment (Figure 6.7 – Figure 6.9). The PVC backside had 

heavy fouling accumulation primarily composed of biofilms, encrusting bryozoans, 

arborescent bryozoans, barnacles, and calcareous tubeworms, with variations in the 

settlement of fouling organisms observed as distance increased (Figure 6.7). 

After two months of immersion, it was noticed that a thick biofilm had developed on the 

UV lamp. A biofilm sample was taken from the lamp in an attempt to identify what 

organisms were present; however, nothing could be discerned from the sample. The 

clumps of matter within the sample had a burnt appearance, with the outer edges of the 

cells tinged black. 
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(A)  

 

(B)  

Figure 6.7: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy coatings for the continuous UV 

treatment after two months of exposure (July 27, 2018 – September 14, 2018). (B) Relative 

abundance of fouling on PVC which received indirect UV exposure.
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Figure 6.8: Photographs of the biofouling community on the epoxy coatings (exposed to continuous UV) and PVC (indirect UV 

exposure) for each distance after two months of immersion (July 27, 2018 – September 14, 2018).
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 6.9: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy and PVC control panels (no UV 

exposure) after two months of immersion. (B) Photographs of the biofouling community 

on the epoxy and PVC control panels after two months of immersion (July 27, 2018 – 

September 14, 2018). 
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One Month of One Minute Per Day of UV Exposure 

After two months of continuous exposure to UV, with minimal biofouling growth at any 

distance, panels were cleaned back and exposed to one minute per day of UV. After a 

month, the epoxy panels had 100% fouling coverage which primarily consisted of biofilms, 

hydroids, barnacles, and calcareous tubeworms (Figure 6.10). The PVC backing on the 

Nautilus was fouled primarily by biofilms, hydroids, encrusting bryozoans, arborescent 

bryozoans, barnacles, and calcareous tubeworms (Figure 6.10). The epoxy and PVC 

control panels were fouled primarily by biofilms, hydroids, barnacles, and calcareous 

tubeworms (Figure 6.12). 

Several trends were observed within the biofouling community: a greater settlement of 

hard fouling organisms (barnacles, calcareous tubeworms, and encrusting bryozoans) was 

found as distance from the UV source increased (Figure 6.11) Meanwhile, soft fouling 

organisms (biofilms, hydroids, arborescent bryozoans) decreased as distance from the UV 

source increased. This indicates that the soft fouling organisms are more UV tolerant than 

the hard fouling. This is supported by a significant regression analysis (for both: p-value < 

0.05, 𝑅2 = 0.5577) (Figure 6.13). 

The PVC backings (indirect UV exposure) on the Nautilus did not demonstrate an 

antifouling area as with the continuous UV exposure and had a greater coverage of fouling 

compared to the epoxy panels receiving direct UV exposure, primarily with calcareous 

tubeworm settlement. The fouling community present was similar to those seen on the 

control panels. 

There were apparent groupings within the fouling community structure based on distance 

from the UV lamp. These trends were seen on the MDS plot: Group 1 was composed of the 

25 mm – 75 mm distances, Group 2 the 100 mm – 125 mm distances, and then Group 3 

contained the 150 mm – 275 mm distances (Figure 6.14). This indicated that the distances 

where the panels were closer to the UV lamp had a different fouling community compared 

to the farthest distances (Figure 6.14). A SIMPER analysis showed that Group 1’s (25 mm 
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– 75 mm) fouling community was primarily composed of biofilms, hydroids, and 

calcareous tubeworms (Table 2.1). Group 2’s (100 mm – 125 mm) dominate fouling 

community was composed of biofilms and calcareous tubeworms (Table 6.1). Then Group 

3’s (150 mm – 175 mm) fouling community contained biofilms, hydroids, arborescent 

bryozoans, encrusting bryozoans, barnacles, and calcareous tubeworms (Table 6.1). 

Increased replication would assist in further teasing out the groupings as distance from a 

UV source increases. 
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 6.10: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy coatings for one minute of UV 

exposure per day after one month of immersion. (B) Relative abundance of fouling on PVC 

which received indirect UV after one month (September 14, 2018 – October 12, 2018).
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Figure 6.11: Photographs of the biofouling community on the epoxy coatings (exposed to one minute of UV per day) and 

PVC (indirect UV exposure) for each distance after one month of immersion (September 14, 2018 – October 12, 2018).
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 6.12: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy and PVC control panels (no UV 

exposure) after one month of immersion. (B) Photographs of the biofouling community on 

the epoxy and PVC control panels after one month of immersion (September 14, 2018 – 

October 12, 2018). 
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Figure 6.13: Regression analysis demonstrating trends in the biofouling community as the 

distance from the UV lamp (exposure of one minute per day) increased. Hard fouling 

increased as distance increased, and soft fouling decreased as distance increased (for both: 

p-value < 0.05, 𝑅2 = 0.5577). 
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Figure 6.14: MDS plot demonstrating differences in the community due to distance from 

the lamp (stress = 0.0086). Panels were exposed to one minute of UV light per day for one 

month. 
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Table 6.1: SIMPER results, for the one minute per day exposure, showing the main 

organisms contributing to the community structure based on distance from the UV lamp 

(refer to Appendix A, Table A.1 for SIMPER results comparing all of the distances). The 

groups are identified for comparison to the MDS plot. 

Group 

Distances 
Compared 

(mm) Biofilm Hydroid 
Arborescent 

Bryozoan 
Encrusting 
Bryozoan Barnacle 

Calcareous 
Tubeworm 

1 25_50 0.25 0.208333 * * * 0.375 

 25_75 * 0.5 * * * 0.346154 

 50_75 0.333333 0.444444 * * * * 

2 100_125 0.5 * * * * 0.25 

3 150_175 0.4 0.5 * * * * 

 150_200 0.3 * 0.3 0.2 * * 

 150_225 0.4375 0.3125 * * * * 

 150_250 0.5 0.147059 * * 0.176471 * 

 150_275 0.472222 0.416667 * * * * 

 175_200 0.388889 0.277778 * 0.111111 * * 

 175_225 0.428571 0.357143 * * * * 

 175_250 0.5 0.238095 * * * * 

 175_275 0.477273 0.454546 * * * * 

 200_225 0.366667 0.333333 * * * * 

 200_250 0.466667 0.166667 * * 0.2 * 

 200_275 0.388889 0.416667 * * * * 

 225_250 0.1875 0.3125 0.1875 * 0.125 * 

 225_275 0.214286 0.357143 0.142857 * * * 

 250_275 * 0.5 * * 0.2 * 
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The Impacts of Continuous UV Exposure on Existing Biofouling 

One month of UV exposure at one minute per day, resulted in the presence of 

macrofouling especially at those distances further from the UV source. To determine if a 

higher dose of UV could then be used to kill these fouling organisms, the UV lamp was 

switched to run continuously. Over the course of a month, there was a noticeable decrease 

in the fouling coverage at each distance (Figure 6.15 – Figure 6.18). Regression analysis 

was significant (p-value < 0.05) demonstrating there was a strong positive trend in the 

fouling coverage as distance increased (R2 = 0.95) (Figure 6.19). This means that there was 

more fouling coverage present on the panels the further it was away from the UV source. 

Table 6.2 shows the percent change in the total fouling coverage for each distance. The 

closest distance 25 mm had a 96% decrease in fouling coverage and the furthest distance 

275 mm had a 15% decrease in fouling coverage (Table 6.2). Additionally, trends were 

observed with the variation in functional groups with distance from the lamp (Appendix 

Figure A.2). There was a positive trend for biofilm, barnacles, and calcareous tubeworms; 

meanwhile, no trends were observed for hydroids and encrusting bryozoans (Appendix 

Figure A.2). 

It must also be noted that the hard fouling (e.g. barnacles and calcareous tubeworms) on 

the 25 mm and 50 mm distances were all dead. A paired t-test found a significant 

difference between the number of live barnacles present before and after switching to 

continuous UV exposure (p-value < 0.05, t = -5.7961). A positive trend was also observed, 

with a greater number of live barnacles present as the distance from the UV lamp increased 

(p-value < 0.05, R2 = 0.7742) (Figure 6.20). This indicates that there is a limit to the 

amount of UV exposure that barnacles can tolerate that (see Table 6.3 for the number of 

live and dead barnacles). 

The control panels data had sufficient settlement during this time period, and there was no 

noticeable death of organisms, supporting that the change in the fouling community 

coverage within the Nautilus setup was from the change in UV exposure and not a natural 

die-off event (Figure 6.18). 
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(A)  

(B)  

Figure 6.15: (A) Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy coatings exposed to one minute 

per day for one month (before switching to continuous UV). (B) Relative abundance of 

fouling on epoxy coatings, after the lamp had been switched to continuous exposure for 

one month (October 12, 2018 – November 9, 2018). Also note that all the hard fouling 

(barnacles and calcareous tubeworms) on the 25 mm – 50 mm distances were dead after 

receiving continuous UV exposure.
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Figure 6.16: Photographs of the biofouling community on the epoxy coatings (exposed to continuous UV) and PVC (exposed to 

indirect UV) for each distance after one month of immersion (October 12, 2018 – November 9, 2018).
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Figure 6.17: Photographs of the biofouling community on the epoxy coatings (exposed to one minute of UV per day) and the 

epoxy coating after one month of continuous UV exposure on the fouling community (October 12, 2018 – November 9, 2018).
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(A) 

(B)  

Figure 6.18: Relative abundance of fouling on epoxy and PVC control panels (no UV) 

after one month of immersion (October 12, 2018 – November 9, 2018). 
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Figure 6.19: Regression analysis demonstrating the trend in the overall fouling coverage. 

Overall fouling cover increased as distance from the UV lamp increased (p-value < 0.05, 

R2 = 0.9587), under continuous exposure. 

 

Figure 6.20: Regression analysis demonstrating an increase in live barnacles as distance 

from the UV lamp increased (p-value < 0.05, R2 = 0.5042) under continuous exposure. 
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Table 6.2: Change in total fouling percent cover before and after switching to continuous 

UV exposure. The percent change shows there was a decrease in fouling coverage for all 

distances. 

Distance 

Total 
Fouling 
Before 

Total 
Fouling 

After 

Difference 
between 

Before & After 
 Percent 
Change 

25 100 4 96 -96% 

50 100 8 92 -92% 

75 100 13 87 -87% 

100 100 20 80 -80% 

125 100 25 75 -75% 

150 100 35 65 -65% 

175 100 45 55 -55% 

200 100 60 40 -40% 

225 100 80 20 -20% 

250 100 80 20 -20% 

275 100 85 15 -15% 
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Table 6.3: Observed barnacles counts (total, live, and dead) for each distance before and 

after switching to continuous UV exposure. 

Distance 
(mm) 

Before After 

Total Live Dead Total Live Dead 

25 5 1 4 6 0 6 

50 5 2 3 5 0 5 

75 9 7 2 8 0 8 

100 6 3 3 6 0 6 

125 5 5 0 10 0 10 

150 8 8 0 10 0 10 

175 9 7 2 10 0 10 

200 7 7 0 9 1 8 

225 9 9 0 21 4 17 

250 16 16 0 30 7 23 

275 16 16 0 27 15 12 
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Discussion 

Overall, the Nautilus was shown to be an effective field test design, as it demonstrated that 

UV exposure did influence the biofouling community at different distances and it allowed 

for observations into the UV tolerance of fouling organisms. The hypothesis stating that 

fouling would increase as distance from the UV lamp increased was supported by the 

results, and the second part of the hypothesis claiming that there would be a difference in 

the fouling community composition as the distance from the UV lamp increased was 

supported. 

Port Canaveral has high fouling year-round, which was demonstrated by the fouling 

intensity on the epoxy and PVC controls (no UV exposure). A trend was observed with the 

epoxy exposed to one minute of UV per day where hard fouling (e.g. barnacles, calcareous 

tubeworms, encrusting bryozoans) increased with increasing distance from the lamp. In 

addition to this, the soft fouling settlement (e.g. biofilms, hydroids, arborescent bryozoans) 

decreased as distance from the UV lamp increased. This experiment was designed as a 

proof of concept study to test the efficacy of the Nautilus as a field test design, and future 

studies would utilize replication to tease out the specifics of the different fouling 

communities for the tested distances. Additionally, increased replication would allow for 

the Nautilus to be used as a template to standardize radiation experiments, as Bolton & 

Linden (2003) stated that this has been an issue in prior UV experiments. 

A study performed by Salters and Piola (2017) investigated imbedded UV LEDs in a 

silicone coating at several geographically different locations. Their results showed that the 

UV LEDs were effective at preventing biofouling on the surface of the silicone panel 

within a 25 – 30 mm radius from the UV LEDs (Salters and Piola 2017). This falls in line 

with the results gained with the experiment discussed herein: the epoxy coatings that were 

closer to the UV lamp had less macrofouling accumulation. The further a surface is from a 

UV source, the more the light will dissipate before reaching a surface. Factors such as 

turbidity can influence the impact of UV exposure (Patil et al. 2007; Salters and Piola 

2017). Turbidity would influence the dissipation of the UV light in the water; thus, if there 
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is high turbidity in the water column, there would be less UV light reaching the intended 

surface. A lamp would need to be near the surface for a sufficient dose of UV to prevent 

fouling with intermittent UV exposure times, especially on an inert surface such as epoxy. 

The Nautilus can also be applied for ballast water field testing. UV has been used in ballast 

water tanks as a mechanism to assist in the removal of unwanted organisms, but the tanks 

can vary in shape and size depending on the ship (Waite et al., 2003; Endresen et al., 2004; 

Tsolaki & Diamadopoulos, 2010). The Nautilus could be used to determine the most 

effective UV exposure time to prevent fouling for ballast tanks of varying size. 

Conclusion 

These results demonstrate that implementing the Nautilus to determine differences within 

the fouling community under UV exposure is feasible. This proof of concept study showed 

that UV exposure did influence the fouling settlement on the epoxy coating, but that there 

were also differences in the fouling community as distance from the UV lamp increased. 

Future studies will incorporate replication, and work to determine how applying UV to a 

surface which has already been fouled with organisms changes the community structure. 
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Chapter 7 

Determining an Effective UV Exposure Dose to 

Remove Marine Biofilms 

Abstract 

Ultraviolet light (UV) has been used in various industries as a decontamination method but 

its ability to remove marine biofilms from ship hulls is unknown. Biofilms, a 

conglomeration of cells (e.g. bacteria, diatoms), water, and excreted substances can form 

quickly on ship hull coatings. The accumulation of biofilms can result in increased skin 

friction drag for ships, which can result in greater fuel consumption and greenhouse gas 

emissions. A project was designed to determine an effective UV exposure dose to remove 

marine biofilms. An in-situ rotating disk system was used to accumulate biofilms on 

microscope slides. After one week, the slides were removed and exposed to varying UV. 

The exposure times used to formulate an effective UV exposure dose were no UV 

(control), 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, 4 minutes, and 8 minutes of UV. After 

exposure, the samples were incubated with an XTT assay to estimate the viability of the 

biofilm. The absorbance values range from 1.19 ± 0.49 after 0 seconds of UV exposure 

(control), 1.08 ± 0.98 after 4 minutes of exposure, and 0.64 ± 0.47 after 8 minutes of 

exposure. This indicated a trend, showing a decrease in biofilm viability with an increase 

in UV exposure. A regression analysis confirmed this observation (p-value < 0.05, R2 = 

0.7101). The effective UV exposure dose for the marine biofilms in this experiment was 

calculated to be 9.4 minutes of UV exposure (14100 J at 25 W). 
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Introduction 

UV radiation, which is used as a biofouling control method in various industries, is 

typically an externally applied antifouling method. Ultraviolet light (UV) exposure is 

considered to be a more environmentally friendly biofouling prevention method than the 

traditional approach of applying ship hull coatings, many of which contain biocides. The 

biocides within these coatings typically use heavy metals like copper which are toxic to 

organism (Swain, 1999; 2010). Another type of coating commonly used are the fouling 

release coatings, which are designed to assist in the prevention and removal of fouling 

organisms. These fouling organisms include macrofouling (e.g. barnacles, calcareous 

tubeworms, tunicates, etc.) and microfouling organisms (e.g. biofilms). Biofilms are a 

conglomeration of cells (bacteria, diatoms, ciliates, etc.), water, and their excreted 

substances (Chambers et al., 2006). Additionally, the formation of a biofilm can provide 

the organisms within protection from environmental stress and toxins (Chambers et al., 

2006). While providing benefits to the ecosystem, biofilms can have some negative 

impacts on surfaces such as ship hulls. They can result in an increase in skin-friction of up 

to 18%, which can result in a fuel penalty for ship operators (Schultz et al., 2015). The 

accumulation of these biofilms and subsequent macrofouling settlement result in an 

increase in drag, greenhouse gas emissions, fuel consumption, the potential to transport 

invasive species, and reduced efficiency (Omae, 2003; Albitar et al., 2016; Salters & Piola, 

2017). This has led to the development of different methods to prevent and remove fouling. 

Grooming is the gentle, habitual, mechanical maintenance of a ship hull that maintains a 

hull free of fouling and particulate debris without damaging the coating (Tribou & Swain, 

2010; 2015; 2017). This is done by way of a remotely operated vehicle (ROV). UV 

exposure in conjunction with grooming has been proposed as a method to assist in the 

elimination of biofilms on ship hull coatings. UV exposure has been shown to be effective 

at preventing biofouling settlement, but whether UV exposure is effective at removing 

existing biofilms in the marine environment still needs to be investigated. For instance, if a 

biofilm develops in between grooming treatments, can this biofilm then be killed during 
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the next grooming cycle with UV exposure. Therefore, a study was designed to investigate 

how effective UV is on an already established marine biofilm. 

In order to determine how viable a cell culture is after exposure to a toxin; a metabolic 

assay (e.g. XTT assay) can be used to determine cell viability. In this assay, a cell culture is 

incubated with 2,3-bis-(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide 

(XTT) reagent which determines the concentration of viable organisms within sample. 

XTT is a tetrazolium derivative that is used to determine metabolic activity in living cells 

(Gabrielson et al., 2002). The mitochondrial cells within live organisms’ breakdown the 

XTT compound and turn it into an orange color, which can be read by a spectrophotometer 

(450 nm) to determine the concentration of living organisms within a sample (Gabrielson 

et al., 2002). Metabolic assays such as the XTT assay are typically used with microbes and 

mammalian cells; however, the XTT assay has been shown to be effective with 

determining the viability of samples containing diatoms (Scudiero et al., 1988; Kuhn et al., 

2003; Gabrielson et al., 2002; Sumantran, 2011; Jiang et al., 2016). In addition, direct 

comparisons of microscopic cell counts with XTT assays have proven them to be effective 

measurements of cell viability (Jiang et al., 2016). 

The study discussed herein attempted to determine an effective UV exposure dose to 

remove marine biofilms off a surface. The following hypothesis developed and tested 

based on results from previous experiments: 

H: The effective UV exposure dose to remove half of the viable cells in a marine biofilm 

will be one minute. 
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Methods 

Rotating Disk System & Immersion 

A rotating disk system allows for the accelerated accrual of biofilms while minimizing 

macrofouling settlement. This experiment used a system that followed the design and setup 

of Nolte et al. (2018) and was used to accumulate biofilms on glass microscope slides 

(Figure 7.1). The rotating disk was composed of a PVC disk which can hold 18 microscope 

slides, a motor which controlled the rotation of the disk, and a metal shaft which connected 

the disk to the motor (Nolte et al., 2018). Three-dimensional (3D) printed holders were 

used to hold the microscope slides in place and nuts were used to mount the slide holders 

onto the disk (Nolte et al., 2018). Two disks were used for this experiment, each held 18 

glass microscope slides (25 mm x 75 mm) for a total of 36 slides. As in Nolte et al. (2018), 

the disks were set to a continuous rotation rate of 15 rpm. Both disks were immersed in 

Port Canaveral for one week during the month of October 2018. 

 

Figure 7.1: The rotating disk setup following the design of Nolte et al. (2018). The system 

was composed of a disk which held the microscope slide samples, a motor which 

controlled the rotation of the disk, and a metal shaft which connected the motor to the disk 

(left). The disk was set to rotate at 15 rpm during the experiment. A close-up view of the 

microscope slide insert on the rotating disk system (right). 
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Test Facility 

Testing was conducted at a static immersion site located in Port Canaveral, FL 

(28°24'31.01"N, 80°37'39.54"W), which has an average salinity of 34 ± 2 ppt with the 

average water temperature of 27 ± 2 °C. High fouling occurs at the test site year-round, 

with individual fouling organisms displaying seasonality. In the warmer months (e.g. June, 

July, August) barnacles, calcareous tubeworms, and tunicates dominate the biofouling 

community, and during cooler months (e.g. December, January, February) arborescent 

bryozoans and biofilms dominate. The test site also has a large-scale facility for grooming 

and ROV research, and a 10.4 m support vessel which serves as a floating laboratory. 

UV Exposure & XTT Assay 

After one week of immersion, the biofilmed microscope slides were removed from the 

rotating disk and exposed to UV. Six replicate slides were exposed to one of the following 

UV treatments: 0 seconds (control), 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, 4 minutes, and 8 

minutes. These UV exposure times were selected based on a study which investigated the 

use of UV for disinfection with exposure times of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 6, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 90 

minutes (Bak et al., 2009). The current study was investigating an effective dose to kill off 

half of the viable cells and not the complete removal of biofilm; thus, approximately half 

of the values from Bak et al.’s (2009) study were used: 0 seconds (control), 30 seconds, 1 

minute, 2 minutes, 4 minutes, and 8 minutes). A stand was designed to ensure the UV lamp 

was held exactly at a distance of 25 mm from the surface of the microscope slides in order 

to be consistent with the distances used in the preliminary UV experiments so that they 

would be comparable (Figure 7.2). Additionally, the effective UV exposure dose would 

provide insight into the efficacy of incorporating UV into a grooming tool where a low 

dose would be ideal in this case. 

Prior to conducting the experiment, a minitrial was performed to determine the exact time 

required to incubate the biofilm samples after UV exposure with the 2,3-bis-(2-methoxy-4-

nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide (XTT) assay (Figure 7.3). The 
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process was performed because a sample incubated immediately after UV exposure would 

still resemble the viability of a non-exposed sample as it takes time for a cell to start dying 

off. After five minutes the absorbance values leveled off, and this was selected for the 

incubation time (Figure 7.3). Thus, five minutes after UV exposure, biofilms samples were 

collected from the entire microscope slide (25 mm x 75 mm) with sterile cell lifers and 

placed in a microcentrifuge tube with 1 mL of filtered seawater. Then the tubes were 

inoculated with 0.5 mL of XTT assay reagent solution. After inoculation, the samples were 

kept in a box to keep them out of the light for an incubation time of two days. 

 

Figure 7.2: The setup used to expose glass slides fouled with marine biofilms to UV. The 

biofilms were exposed to UV for different time periods prior to being incubated with a 

XTT assay which determined the viability of the biofilms. 
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Figure 7.3: The absorbance results of the pre-experiment minitrial, which determined the 

time after UV exposure needed to incubate the biofilm samples with the XTT assay. Based 

on this data, five minutes was selected because after this the values appeared to level off. 

After the two-day incubation time, samples were transferred to a 96-well plate (Figure 7.4). 

Each sample was plated three times, with 200 μL per well. Once all samples were 

transferred, the plate was placed into a spectrophotometer (SpectraMax i3) and the 

absorbance (ABS) was read at 492 nm. The ABS values were an indicator of how viable 

the biofilm sample was after UV exposure, where the higher the absorbance value 

indicated the greater the number of viable cells present within the sample. 
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Figure 7.4: A representative photograph of the 96-well plate containing the biofilm 

samples incubated with the XTT assay. The intensity of the color is indicative of the 

concentration of viable cells within the sample. The bright orange sample indicates that 

there are more viable cells present when compared to the pale orange samples. 

Statistical Analysis 

The statistical analysis software R was used to run a regression to determine the effective 

UV exposure dose to remove marine biofilms from a surface (R Core Team, 2016). The 

equation produced by the regression analysis was used to determine the dose. 

Results 

The biofilms accrued on the microscope slides had a dark brown coloration (indicative of a 

biofilm composed of primarily diatoms) and were not homogenous among the slides. There 

was inconsistency in the coverage on replicates, and some had greater biofilm 

accumulation than the others (Figure 7.5). The absorbance values of the samples listed in 

Table 7.1 reflected the variability in biofilm accumulation through the standard deviation 

values. The absorbance value decreased with increased UV exposure time, indicating that 

there were less living cells within those samples that had increased UV exposure. 
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Figure 7.5: The rotating disks with microscope slides, after one week of immersion at Port 

Canaveral, FL. The biofilm settlement varied among the microscope slides, with some 

microscope slides having accumulated more biofilms than others. 

Table 7.1: Average absorbance values (at 492 nm) for biofilms under various exposure 

times. Refer to Appendix, Table A.2 for the absorbance values and standard deviation of 

each replicate. 

Time of UV Exposure Average absorbance Standard deviation 

0 seconds (Control) 1.19015 0.494641 

30 seconds 1.234117 0.93155 

1 minute 1.445494 1.056447 

2 minutes 1.344433 0.939653 

4 minutes 1.082978 0.985248 

8 minutes 0.638811 0.472218 

 

Regression analysis of the absorbance values proved to be significant (p-value = 0.02) 

demonstrating that as UV exposure time increased, there was a change in the absorbance 

values (indicative of cell viability). There was a strong negative trend as UV exposure time 

increased (Figure 7.6, 𝑅2 = 0.7101). This indicates that as UV exposure time increases, the 
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viability of the biofilm decreases (i.e. the cells are dying off). There was high variability in 

the dataset, as seen in Figure 7.6, which was likely a result of the discrepancies in the 

amount of biofilm accumulation on the microscope slides deployed in the field. 

The effective UV exposure dose to remove marine biofilms was calculated as follows by 

using half of the control sample’s ABS value as this would be considered the median (i.e. 

half of the biofilm sample) (Table 7.1): 

Removal of Half of the Biofilm: y = -0.0824x + 1.3688 

Control ABS: 
1.19015

2
 = 0.595075 

0.595075 = -0.0824x + 1.3688 

x = 9.389866505 = 9.4 minutes = 564 seconds 

Joules = Power (W) x time (s) 

Joules = 25 W x 564 s 

Joules = 14100 J 

Total Elimination: 0 = -0.0824x + 1.3688 

x = 16.6 minutes = 996 seconds 

Joules = 25 W x 996 seconds 

Joules = 24900 J 

Conditions for the experiment: a 25 W UV lamp with the height being 0.381 m. 

Meanwhile, the lamp was kept 25 mm from the surface of the microscope slides. 
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Thus, the effective UV exposure dose to remove half of the viable cells within marine 

biofilms at Port Canaveral was calculated to be 9.4 minutes (14100 J at 25 W). This 

indicates that in order to kill off half of the biofilm accumulated on a surface, it would need 

to be exposed to UV for approximately 9 minutes and 24 seconds. For the total elimination 

of the biofilm, it was estimated to be 16.6 minutes or 24900 J at 25 W. 

 

Figure 7.6: Regression analysis demonstrating the slight negative trend in data, where the 

absorbance value (indicating the viability of cells) decreased as time of UV exposure 

increased (p-value < 0.05, 𝑅2= 0.7101). 
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Discussion 

The hypothesis of the effective UV exposure dose to kill off half of the viable cells within 

a marine biofilm being one minute was not supported, as it was calculated to be 

approximately 9 minutes and 24 seconds of UV exposure (14100 J at 25 W). The results 

were significant and showed a strong negative trend, demonstrating that as UV exposure 

time increased, the viability of the biofilm decreased. A regression was used to find the 

equation for the effective UV exposure dose for marine biofilms (y = -0.0824x + 1.3688) 

and calculated that the dose to kill off half of the viable cells was 9.4 minutes (14100 J at 

25 W). This means that a biofilm would need to be exposed to approximately 16 minutes 

and 36 seconds of UV to kill all of it.  

The results of this study differed from that of Bak et al. (2009), who investigated how long 

it takes for catheters fouled by bacteria biofilms to be disinfected by UVC lamps at a 9 cm 

distance. The distance of 9 cm was selected for their distance because it allowed for easy 

transfer of samples per UV exposure treatment (0, 0.5, 1, 2, 6, 15, 30, 45, 60, and 90 

minutes) (Bak et al., 2009). The results found killing rates of 89.6% at 30 seconds and 98% 

at 2 minutes. However, the bacterial biofilms in their experiment were representative of 

those found within the human body; meanwhile, the study discussed within focused on 

marine biofilms which can be composed of a mixture of cells (bacteria, diatoms, algae, 

etc.), water, and excreted substances (Chambers et al., 2006). In addition, the formation of 

a biofilm can provide the organisms within it protection from environmental stress and 

toxins (Chambers et al., 2006). Thus, the real-world conditions in which the biofilms of the 

present study grew could have provided the establishment of a multilayered heterogeneous 

biofilm, which could have imparted protection within the layers and would require 

additional exposure time to kill the cells. In addition, various organisms (bacteria vs. 

diatoms) are likely to have different UV tolerances which could also have impacted the 

amount of UV exposure needed to kill these in-situ biofilms. 

The large variation in the accumulation of biofilms on the microscope sides during the 

experiment which is likely to have affected the results of the study. Some of the 
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microscope slides had more biofilm settlement than others as indicated by the variability in 

the absorbance range. These discrepancies in biofilm settlement did address a major factor 

in using UV as an antifouling mechanism: the thickness of the biofilm accumulated on a 

surface influences the amount of UV needed to effectively kill it off. The results of this 

study were like that of Patil et al. (2007) which investigated UV exposure to prevent 

biofouling on instrumentation. They saw a reduction in the viability of organisms within 

their biofilm, but the biofilm was not removed entirely while under UV exposure (Patil et 

al., 2007). Surfaces with minor biofilm settlement would require less UV. Meanwhile, the 

surfaces that had heavy biofilm accumulation would need more UV exposure time due to 

the shading effects of the top layer of the accrued biofilm. 

Moving forward, in order to fully determine the effective dose of UV exposure to remove 

biofilms, the thickness of the accrued biofilm must be taken into account. This could be 

accomplished with microscope slide replicates with similar biofilm coverage. If performed 

in a laboratory setting, biofilm settlement may be more consistent among replicates. This 

could result in a less randomized design but would allow for a more accurate representation 

of the biofilm in question. Future studies could take this into account and how the effective 

dose for UV exposed biofilms changes as the thickness of the biofilm increases. 
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Conclusion 

The results from this study demonstrate that an effective UV exposure dose to kill off half 

of the viable cells within the marine biofilms at Port Canaveral, FL was calculated to be 

9.4 minutes (14100 J at 25 W). However, the design of this experiment could be improved 

upon by using biofilm samples that were more homogenous than in this study. Decreasing 

the variability would give a more accurate dose based on the thickness of the accrued 

biofilm. The effective UV exposure dose was high compared to the Bal et al. (2009) study, 

but the dose could be lowered by increasing the power of the UV lamp. Typically, when 

using UV lamps in aquaria, higher wattages are utilized for larger volumes of water (i.e. a 

50-gallon tank vs. a 25-gallon tank). The lamp in this experiment was 25 W, but a lamp 

with 30 W may be able to decrease the dose due to more UV light output. This in turn may 

result in UV being incorporated into a grooming tool more feasible. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Future Research 

Conclusion 

This thesis investigated the use of UVC as an environmentally friendly method to control 

marine biofouling. Experiments studied the ability of UV LEDs embedded in clear silicone 

to prevent biofouling; the effect of externally applied UV to surfaces at different distances, 

with different exposure times and coating types; and the minimum exposure time needed to 

effectively prevent fouling.  Specifically, this thesis designed a novel device for field 

testing to study the impacts of UV exposure at varying distances from the source and how 

this in turn can influence fouling communities (Chapter 6). In addition, a metabolic assay 

was used to investigate the viability of marine biofilms after UV exposure (Chapter 7). 

The findings from the experiments have shown that continuous UV was effective at 

preventing fouling on both inert surfaces (e.g. epoxy) and fouling control coatings. 

Intermittent UV exposure had the ability to prevent settlement on fouling control coatings, 

but not entirely on an epoxy inert surface.   The data also demonstrated that some 

organisms were more tolerant to UV than others (refer to Chapter 6). A previously fouled 

surface that was exposed to continuous UV had a decrease in the overall fouling coverage, 

with a decrease in the number of live barnacles the closer to the UV lamp. This experiment 

demonstrated that UV not only could remove soft fouling (e.g. biofilms, hydroids), but that 

it can kill off hard fouling organisms (e.g. barnacles, calcareous tubeworms) already 

attached to the surface. UV exposure was also effective at killing biofilms on a previously 

fouled surface which indicates that even if a grooming cycle was missed, UV could be 

used to treat the surface. An effective UV exposure dose to kill off half of the viable cells 

within a biofilm of 9.4 minutes (equivalent of 14100 J at 25 W) would not be sufficient for 

a grooming tool, but if the intensity of the UV output was increased (i.e. if the lamp had 

more power), the dose may decrease enough for UV to be incorporated into a grooming 
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tool. UV could also be applied to other surfaces which may have accrued a biofilm, such as 

on sensors, instrumentation, niche areas on ships, etc. Overall, this research demonstrated 

that UV is effective at preventing fouling and removing already established fouling, but 

more research is needed in order to fully understand the impact that UV has on individual 

fouling organisms and ship hull coating condition. 
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Future Research 

UV light is an effective antifouling mechanism in the marine environment, as shown in this 

thesis and the work done by Patil et al. (2007), Bueley et al. (2014), and Salters & Piola 

(2017). UV exposure can work in synergy with ship hull fouling control coatings, but the 

effects of UV on coating condition have yet to be quantified. Future research should 

investigate the coating condition of fouling release, copper, and epoxy coatings under 

different UV exposure times. This is an important aspect to be studied because when under 

continuous UV, the inert epoxy coating showed changes in the coating condition. The 

coating changed colors from a light grey to a light tan. Studies should not only consider the 

assessment of visible damage to coatings, but also include how UV impacts the changes in 

the coating thickness and roughness. In the case of fouling release coatings, changes in the 

adhesion strength of fouling organisms. 

The Nautilus demonstrated that continuous UV was effective at preventing settlement, and 

that some fouling organisms were more UV tolerant than others, however, the work 

presented here was for proof of concept and thus lacked replication. Any future work with 

this design would be enhanced by incorporating two or three more Nautilus setups. These 

may be beneficial for testing UV as an application in ballast water treatment. This field test 

design may assist in determining a UV exposure time to effectively prevent fouling 

settlement, but also kill off any organisms suspended in the water. Large scale ballast water 

treatment experiments have occurred (Waite et al., 2003), but the ability to test a small-

scale version that can provide an accurate representation of a ballast water treatment 

system would require less space which in turn would save time and money. 

From a biological perspective, much remains unknown about which organisms in the 

marine environment are UV tolerant, especially those organisms within marine biofilms. It 

would also be interesting to see if the biofilms exposed to intermittent UV light 

demonstrate photorecovery after UV exposure. Photorecovery is when a cell regains their 

viability after being exposed to UV radiation and occurs when an organism is under 

suitable conditions where their DNA can be repaired (Kelner, 1949; Dong et al., 2008). 
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Another observation from this thesis, was the presence of crustaceans (e.g. shrimp, lobster, 

and crab species) which would inhabit the UV setups (both the UV box and Nautilus). 

However, it is unclear as to whether the crustaceans were attracted to the field test designs 

due to the light emitted from the UV lamp or from the structural integrity of the device 

which provided a habitat for them. 

Further research will assist in determining the most effective UV exposure times needed 

for surfaces immersed in different geographic locations which will have various 

environmental conditions (i.e. different salinities, temperatures, and turbidity). A sub-

tropical system such as Port Canaveral, FL has high fouling intensity year-round and is 

very diverse (e.g. fouling consists of many different species); meanwhile, the Baltic Sea 

experiences cooler temperatures and would have a fouling community adapted for these 

conditions. In this case, the Baltic sea may require less UV exposure when compared to 

Port Canaveral because of lower fouling intensities and colder waters. In addition to this, 

seasonality also influences fouling intensity as demonstrated by one minute of UV per day 

being effective at preventing fouling settlement in December, but not as effective in the 

summer months where there were warmer temperatures. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1: SIMPER results showing the main organisms contributing to the community 

structure between each distance on the Nautilus, after one minute of UV exposure per day 

for a month. 

Distances 
Compared 

(mm) Biofilm Hydroid 
Arborescent 

Bryozoan 
Encrusting 
Bryozoan Barnacle 

Calcareous 
Tubeworm 

25_50 0.25 0.208333 * * * 0.375 

25_75 * 0.5 * * * 0.346154 

25_100 0.5 * * * * 0.4375 

25_125 0.5  * * * 0.375 

25_150 * 0.416667 * * * 0.291667 

25_175 * 0.5 * * * 0.233333 

25_200 0.166667 0.333333 * * * 0.3 

25_225 0.5 * * * * 0.28125 

25_250 0.395833 * * * 0.166667 0.229167 

25_275 0.5 0.131579 * * * 0.184211 

50_75 0.333333 0.444444 * * * * 

50_100 0.142857 0.357143 0.142857 * 0.142857 * 

50_125 0.375 0.3125 * * 0.1875 * 

50_150 0.25 0.3125 * * 0.1875 * 

50_175 0.333333 0.416667 * * * * 

50_200 * 0.416667 0.166667 * 0.25 * 

50_225 0.416667 * * * 0.291667 * 

50_250 0.5 * * * 0.346154 * 

50_275 0.433333 0.333333 * * * * 

75_100 0.307692 0.5 * * * * 

75_125 0.461539 0.5 * * * * 

75_150 0.2 0.3 * 0.2 * * 

75_175 0.25 0.25 * 0.25 * * 

75_200 0.5 0.3 * * * * 

75_225 0.444444 0.361111 * * * * 
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75_250 0.5 0.210526 * * * * 

75_275 0.425381 0.455571 * * * * 

100_125 0.5 * * * * 0.25 

100_150 0.3 0.5 * * * * 

100_175 0.333333 0.5 * * * * 

100_200 * 0.5 0.2 * * * 

100_225 0.5 * * * 0.3125 * 

100_250 0.34375 0.15625 * * 0.21875 * 

100_275 0.5 0.227273 * * * * 

125_150 0.416667 0.416667 * * * * 

125_175 0.411765  0.441177 * * * 

125_200 0.35 0.5 * * * * 

125_225 0.4 * * * 0.4 * 

125_250 0.291667 0.208333 * * 0.25 * 

125_275 0.388889 0.277778 * * 0.111111 * 

150_175 0.4 0.5 * * * * 

150_200 0.3 * 0.3 0.2 * * 

150_225 0.4375 0.3125 * * * * 

150_250 0.5 0.147059 * * 0.176471 * 

150_275 0.472222 0.416667 * * * * 

175_200 0.388889 0.277778 * 0.111111 * * 

175_225 0.428571 0.357143 * * * * 

175_250 0.5 0.238095 * * * * 

175_275 0.477273 0.454546 * * * * 

200_225 0.366667 0.333333 * * * * 

200_250 0.466667 0.166667 * * 0.2 * 

200_275 0.388889 0.416667 * * * * 

225_250 0.1875 0.3125 0.1875 * 0.125 * 

225_275 0.214286 0.357143 0.142857 * * * 

250_275 * 0.5 * * 0.2 * 
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Table A.2: The absorbance values (read at 492 nm) for all the biofilm samples incubated 

with the XTT assay. 

Sample 
Average 

absorbance 
Standard 
deviation 

0 seconds (Control) 0.9431 0.011087 

0 seconds (Control) 0.5924 0.022952 

0 seconds (Control) 1.4858 0.025898 

0 seconds (Control) 0.840933 0.015987 

0 seconds (Control) 1.949267 0.114809 

0 seconds (Control) 1.3294 0.007692 

30 seconds 0.406733 0.013989 

30 seconds 0.712533 0.015262 

30 seconds 0.359367 0.019127 

30 seconds 1.171933 0.084875 

30 seconds 2.394267 0.014132 

30 seconds 2.359867 0.03334 

1 minute 1.2264 0.038082 

1 minute 0.273233 0.039007 

1 minute 2.736167 0.061368 

1 minute 0.290833 0.01031 

1 minute 2.503967 0.018298 

1 minute 1.642367 0.055647 

2 minutes 1.785433 0.0504 

2 minutes 2.249333 0.047739 

2 minutes 2.494767 0.025521 

2 minutes 0.489167 0.008796 

2 minutes 0.512133 0.007506 

2 minutes 0.535767 0.01158 

4 minutes 0.9224 0.011024 

4 minutes 0.211133 0.001457 

4 minutes 2.309233 0.014851 

4 minutes 0.251267 0.004025 

4 minutes 2.315367 0.09216 

4 minutes 0.488467 0.011714 

8 minutes 1.1758 0.006144 
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8 minutes 0.330733 0.005762 

8 minutes 0.3756 0.011269 

8 minutes 0.210767 0.00145 

8 minutes 1.301433 0.052329 

8 minutes 0.438533 0.005759 
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Figure A.1: Representative images of the fouling organisms that settled during the 

experiments at the test site in Port Canaveral, FL. 
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 (A)  

(B)  

Figure A.2: Regression analyses for each of the main biofouling organisms (biofilm, 

hydroid, encrusting bryozoan, barnacle, and calcareous tubeworm) after continuous UV 

was used to determine the impact of fouling community structure. 
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(C)  

 (D)  

Figure A.2 (Continued): Regression analyses for each of the main biofouling organisms 

(biofilm, hydroid, encrusting bryozoan, barnacle, and calcareous tubeworm) after 

continuous UV was used to determine the impact of fouling community structure. 
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(E)  

Figure A.2 (Continued): Regression analyses for each of the main biofouling organisms 

(biofilm, hydroid, encrusting bryozoan, barnacle, and calcareous tubeworm) after 

continuous UV was used to determine the impact of fouling community structure. 
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